MAGICKAL ART
JOURNAL
CHALLENGE
SABBAT STUDY

This final activity artistically will

In one of the course videos, you

make more demands of you. Take

saw my spread for Imbolc, one of

your time making your decisions

the more confusing sabbats to me.

about colors materials etc. I

Once you have chosen your

recommend spending about a

sabbat, meditate or think about it

week preparing and thinking

for a few days. To help you, make

about this before creating

notes on the following questions.

anything.
To begin, choose a sabbat on
which you want to focus. I usually
recommend one that you don’t
really relate to well.
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Questions About
Your Chosen Sabbat

What foods are in season?

What is the weather like at this
time?
Do you like this time of year?
Why/why not?

Are there other religious holidays
at this time? If so, are there

Have personal events in your own

common themes (for example

life occurred around this sabbat?

around the time Yule there is also

A birth? A death? Did you meet

Divali and Hanukkah. All of these

someone important to you

holidays use light in their

then?

festivities)?
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Doing the Work
Start to gather materials and ideas
for creating a page.
Choose a palette about 5 colors
that you think represent the
sabbat.
Look through magazines and
ephemera for pictures that you
think relate to this holiday. Look for
words or phrases as well.
When you are ready, choose some
time you will be alone for an

Light your candle. Cleanse and

extended period and where you

prepare your space with your

will have space.

incense or oil spritzer. If your
practice is to cast a circle. Do so

Lay out the following tools:
A candle
Incense or oil spritzer
Art journal (open at the next
blank, two page spread)
Markers, paints etc. in your
chosen palette
The pictures and words you
have gathered
Glue
Scissors
Optional extras: washi tape,
glitter glue, patterned paper,
ink pad and stamps (or use
one of the stamping
techniques from the demo),
crayons, pastels etc.

now.
Be seated, plant your bare feet
firmly on the ground.
Breathe deeply. With each
breath feel more connected to
the ground beneath your feet,
the air surrounding you.
Repeat the mantra: “A creative
space, is a sacred space.” Do this
three times.
Look at the page and start
adding color from your pallette.
Doodle or paint shapes, think
about the sabbat and all the
ideas that have come up for you
over that last week or few days.
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Add your pictures, words etc.
spend your time placing these. If
you want to write something
about your feelings feel free. This
is yours.
When you are ready, maybe give
the pages a border with washit
tape, patterned paper, print etc.
This will give you a sense of
completion.
Take a few deep breaths. Ground
yourself by feeling the floor or
ground beneath your feet. If you
like, thank the deities or the
goddess for being with you and
giving you guidance.
Extinguish the flame of your
candle and snuff out the incense
if you are using it.
If you cast a circle, open it.

"I'm not interested in
your knowledge, I'm
interested in your
intuition - that's
where genius resides."
- Alvaro Castagnet

Blessed Be!
You can use a similar process for
other things such as tarot.
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